
Business Value 
Highlights 

 373%  
three-year ROI

 9 months  
to payback

 14.2%  
higher revenue

 2.6  
percentage-point increase 
in average gross margin

 34%  
higher order volume

 39%  
more orders delivered 
on time for 94% on-time 
delivery with Epicor

 39%  
fewer manufacturing errors

 12%  
higher equipment use rate

 90%  
higher inventory 
automation rate
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Executive Summary:
Enhancing Your Business Value 
with Epicor for Manufacturing

Customer and market expectations for more personalized 
products, deliveries, and services as well as unanticipated 
events and sudden demand shocks from global disruptions 
are causing manufacturers to rethink their approach to 
success. These factors are driving change and creating the 
need for a company to transform how its operations stay 
aligned with its markets. 

With disruption being a constant challenge facing the manufacturing 
industry, the ability to adapt and change has become even more 
important. This is resulting in factories being relied upon to handle 
more complex operations — serving a wider range of products, 
with faster throughput and smaller lots, all at minimized costs. 
Manufacturers need the proper digital foundation in place to succeed 
in this challenging environment.

IDC spoke with manufacturing companies using Epicor Kinetic 
solutions (Epicor for Manufacturing) to run their operations and 
businesses. These Epicor customers reported achieving strong value 
by enabling more efficient and reliable manufacturing operations and 
improving their business results. Read on…
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Enhancing Your Business Value with Epicor for Manufacturing

Based on these interviews, IDC calculates that these Epicor customers will 
realize benefits worth an annual average of $2.90 million per organization 
($866,800 per 100 users of Epicor for Manufacturing) by: 

• Increasing their manufacturing operations throughput, which enables business growth 
and improved customer experiences

• Ensuring operational quality and continuity, thereby limiting the risk and disruption 
associated with errors, outages, and poor performance

• Automating more of their inventory activities and equipment monitoring, which helps 
optimize equipment use patterns and costs

• Winning more business and improving margins, leading to higher total and net revenue

Read the full white paper
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